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THE MINISIS COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE:
• Low-cost development

• Multilingual & multi-script

• Minimal maintenance
required by users

• Multiple markets and
multiple products

• No need for programming
further reduces costs

• Complete and easy to use
development toolkit

• Wide ranging usability

• Dedicated to our clients

MINISIS Inc. is a multinational corporation headquartered in Vancouver,
BC, with regional offices in Ontario, Tunisia, and Trinidad and Tobago.
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Company Overview

“Technology with heart and understanding”

M

INISIS Inc. is a social entrepreneurial
company providing the complete MINISIS
line of products and related services.

Given its 40 years of history, the next generation of MINISIS will
ensure that the software continues to develop its complete database management system (DBMS) and pre-defined applications.
The audience includes both developed and developing countries,
and private, governmental, and NGO/Educational institutions. In
addition, with the development of our management consulting
disciplines, we now possess more expertise with Business Process
Re-engineering (BPR), Change Management, Application Analysis
and Design, and expertise with the complete System Development
Life Cycle (SDLC). This approach enables MINISIS Inc. to offer total
solutions such as upfront strategic planning services to determine
requirements, JADS analysis, application development, implementation plans, and training and documentation services along
with the core MINISIS products. MINISIS Inc. is a multinational
corporation headquartered in Vancouver, BC, with regional offices
in Ontario, Tunisia, and Trinidad and Tobago. MINISIS has existed
since 1975 and is continually growing and expanding worldwide.
MINISIS Inc. is a profitable software house fully insured with both
professional liability and general indemnity coverage, as well as
escrow agreements. MINISIS prides itself on its diverse employee,
supplier, and client base. We support social, cultural, and ethnic
diversity in a framework of tolerance and acceptance. It is the
belief of MINISIS Inc. that clients care about the ethical decisions
in which their suppliers engage. To that end, MINISIS Inc.’s doors
are always open to any client to test our accessibility and integrity.
MINISIS Inc. is not just another software developer — it is “Technology with heart and understanding”, part of the new breed of
social entrepreneurial companies.
MINISIS software has been implemented in over 70 countries since our beginnings in the 1970s. We are a progressive
organization that is compliant with employment equity legislation (including our own Employment Equality Statement derived
by the employees themselves), covered with $4,000,000 dollars
of errors/omission and professional liability insurance. As well,
MINISIS Inc. is a company that is more concerned with access
to our technology than worrying about profit margins. We
price our software based on geographic or country type/locale.
Further discounts are provided to organizations which suffer
from chronic under-funding (such as developing countries,
Universities, NGOs, and education/research entities). This philosophy along with our suite of software has placed MINISIS Inc.
on the international map as a unique multinational corporation
that has a heart and understands that through technological
innovation, you still need to encourage accessibility.

As a social entrepreneurial company, our goal is focused
on the key principal of accessible and affordable technology for
all. We are able to achieve great technological advancement by
focusing on our clients rather than the latest fads.
From our humble beginnings underneath the maples in
Ottawa, then on to Valencia with its famous oranges, to the
sands and beaches of Tunisia, and finally the glorious mountains
of Vancouver, the staff includes a wide range of individuals from
different religious, cultural, national, and ethnic backgrounds.
The average years of expertise per resource in our company is
15, and covers expertise from programming to solid business
analysts and documentation coordinators. Our staff members’
expertise ranges from C programmers to web designers to business systems and technical support specialists.

MINISIS Inc. Allocation of Resources:

MINISIS Core Product
development (Engine,
SMA, MWI)
Marketing
Administration
Finance
Specialised/custom
allocation development
and services

The majority of MINISIS Inc.’s resources are distributed evenly between our core product line and
the predefined applications, while only 20% of our
resources are allocated for administration, marketing, and general business processes. Our goal is to
focus on being technological innovators, free from
mass marketing and overpriced solutions.
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Core Products
MINISIS ENGINE/SMA
The key product line is focused on the MINISIS database engine
and the SMA — a generic user interface to build databases.
The MINISIS database engine was created using the principles
of hierarchical, relational, and object-oriented philosophies
successfully adapted to efficiently manage variable text
information. The entire suite of products promotes effective
organization, effortless data manipulation, quick access, and an
ability to handle any character set and language. Regardless of
the supported platform, the same SMA interface can be used to
create a diverse range of applications.
The MINISIS suite also contains tailored applications for
specific business lines created via the SMA including special
applications for archival, museum, and library collections.
With the MINISIS suite, organizations are able to manage their
mission-critical applications while using the MINISIS toolkit
to build onto the specialised application or create new and
different databases. The SMA follows international standards
for data warehousing and data interchange. The MINISIS toolkit
(the database engine, the SMA, Web Interface, and predefined
applications), consulting services, and technical support, together establish the MINISIS product line as an international leader in
total information management solutions.

Specific Features of the MINISIS Toolkit
• Complete Object-Relational Database Engine with user interface, report generator, and screen painter included
• 40 years of development with over 50 million dollars invested
into the toolkit
• Wide ranging usability and low cost development
• Completely integrated solution for information management
• Rapid Application Development Toolkit
• User friendly (no programming required)
• Multilingual and multi-script capable
• Full XML compliance, SQL and ODBC synchronization
• Easy data exchange mechanism
• Multiple security and auditing tools built in

SERVICES

M

INISIS Inc. provides a wide range of services,
taking advantage of the latest developments
in service delivery with respect to:

service on the web. MIN.NET provides unique opportunities to
access valuable information on how-to, what is new, and work
plan details. TSM is optional, but it is recommended in order to
avoid missing out on free updates, documents, and services.

Management Consulting
BPR, change management, alternative service delivery, feasibility studies, cost-benefit analysis, project management, branding,
and Internet innovations.

Complete System Development Services
Full system development, including: Analysis, JADS (for our
unique Rapid Application Development), design, application
development, data conversion, training, QA, testing, and documentation services all via our hybrid MINISIS methodology and
implementation guidelines.

Technical Support and Maintenance (TSM)
MINISIS Inc. provides three levels of support — Basic, Premium, or
VIP service. Our maintenance program combines numerous updates and upgrades making it one of the best support programs
in the IT world. Our personalized support service is also renowned
as one of the best. Also, we provide access to the MIN.NET private
MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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Core Products

M

INISIS is a tool that can be used to build any database
application or repository. The SMA software toolkit
was designed to avoid the need for programmers
and coding experts. Our philosophy is that clients know their
business and processes, and need to be able to use the tools
themselves. Users need tools that are a logical extension from
their knowledge and usage of other desktop products — but
most importantly, databases that support their business.

The Goals of the Product Suite Are Simple:
• No need for coding expertise or a sophisticated IT staff
• Easy to learn user interface
• Minimal maintenance required

For our clients, investing in the SMA means significant savings in
time, resources, and money. Implementing MINISIS typically takes
only 25% of the budget it would take to set up and run a similar
SQLTM or OracleTM database.
In addition to being one of the most cost effective solutions,
the MINISIS SMA is also one of the safest database engines available. MINISIS is cleared to Protected B Status from IT and physical
security perspectives. Furthermore, our software has been in use
for over 40 years without any security breaches. In an age where
hacking is just as much of a threat as virus transmission, MINISIS clients can rest assured that their data is safe and secured.
MINISIS has several applications built for security, anti-terrorism,
and tracking systems, and it has consistently passed independent
security reviews.

ARCHITECTURAL DIAGRAM
This diagram represents the standard architectural types available. In addition to client server/fat client architecture (for networked
organizations), MINISIS offers web/ thin client architecture (for Internet based solutions), as well as remote terminal service configuration (for
hosted/Internet based solutions).
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Predefined Applications

M

INISIS Inc. currently provides several pre-defined applications that were built using the core MINISIS products.
Given the flexibility of the core product line these

applications can be customized and modified to meet any client’s
requirements. The predefined MINISIS product line is expanding
every day and currently includes:

Cultural Asset Management Applications
MINT

M3 / M3 Online
MINISIS Integrated Archives,
Library, and Museum System

MINISIS Management for Museums
Integrated collections management
system for museums, galleries, and
natural history collections

Integrated cultural asset
management application

M2A / M2A Online

M2L / M2L Online

MINISIS Management for Archives

MINISIS Management for Libraries

Integrated accessions and multilevel
description application with modules
to manage all aspects of archives

Integrated library system complete
with acquisitions, catalogue, serials
management, circulation, and OPAC

Multipurpose Applications
STEMMA

TDR
MINISIS Specialised Terminology
Management Application

MINISIS Trusted Digital Repository
/ Dépôt Numérique Fiable

A specialised multilingual and multiscript tool to manage thesauri,
unique vocabularies, and lexicons

A complete Digital Asset Management Application to ingest, preserve,
convert, and access digital products

Contact Management

Internet Technology

M2C

MWI
MINISIS Management
for Contacts
A complete client relationship
management tool

MINISIS Web Interface
A generic web interface tool to
web enable any MINISIS database
or application
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MINISIS Integrated Archives,
Museum, and Library System

T

he future of Total Cultural Asset Management has arrived.
MINISIS Inc. has proved that it is possible to fully integrate
archival, library, and museum items in one system —
without compromising the documentation standards privy to
each descriptive focus. MINISIS was challenged by many of our
clients and prospective clients to design, deliver, and implement
one system that could handle a “Big Box” or multiple part and
multiple descriptive focused accessions.
It is a commonly held assumption that archival, bibliographic, and curatorial items cannot be accessioned nor cataloged in
the same application without sacrificing the unique standards
followed by each discipline. That assumption has now been shattered with the advent of the practical, easy-to-use, and multi-faceted MINT application. While a museum tries to catalogue
individual objects in detail, archives describe their holdings in
terms of groups or series. Libraries, on the other hand, although
they do perform detailed book cataloging, may need to conform
to the bibliographic standard known as MARC. How can one application integrate these three collections? The answer is MINT.
Via the registration module, archival, bibliographic, and
curatorial objects/items can be accessioned together. The
unique data push mechanism will transport the item or group
details to M3 (MINISIS Management for Museums), M2L (MINISIS
Management for Libraries), or M2A (MINISIS Management for
Archives). Once the data is pushed into M3, M2A, and M2L, the
objects, books, or manuscripts can then be cataloged according
to most museum standards (DACUM, CCO, CHIN), RAD (and
ISAD-G, DACS/EAD archival documentation standard) or MARC
(or MIBIS international bibliographic standards) or any other
subject matter documentation standard. The skeleton records
are pushed down automatically as determined by the key field,
or “Descriptive Focus”. The choice at the time of accession will
determine where the object/item/book data will be stored. The
legal accession date field will determine when the said accession
is pushed down for cataloging.

MINT ensures that collections, objects, and items can be
acquired, registered, and accessioned in the same system. Three
separate and distinct applications have been merged via the
registration database sitting on top of the three key databases.
Thus multi-part and multi-descriptive focused items/objects can
maintain their common accession information, while being cataloged/described according to the item’s descriptive focus. Given
this approach, archivists can be archivists; curators and catalogers
can document the 3DO/image objects; and librarians can use
MARC or non-MARC bibliographic standards to catalogue books.
MINT is a complete cultural asset management tool. MINT’s
integrated application of M2A, M2L, and M3 enable MINT to
manage diverse collections. With MINT’s debut in 2003, it came
out of nowhere to lead as the total package for cultural asset
management. Isn’t it time to take your cultural asset management up a level? Imagine searching through one interface for
archival materials, books, coins, cultural objects, manuscripts,
maps, oral histories, photographs, pictures, paintings, serials, and
specimens! Mint is The Total Cultural Asset Management Tool.

Objects/items/collections are pushed from central registration to the appropriate application.
It is then possible to link these items between
applications with this fully integrated system.
For example, with MINT it is possible for different
objects from M3, M2L, and M2A to all be recorded
as loaned out to the same exhibition.
Sample screens from MINT
MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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MINISIS Management
for Archives

M

2A is a fully integrated, pre-defined application for
managing all aspects of archives. Originally developed
in partnership with the Archives of Ontario, M2A has
grown to cover all aspects of archiving, from accessioning and
description, to conservation, circulation, dynamic online access,
and reading room management.

Sample screen from the M2A desktop application

The Key Features Include:
• Complete archival description and control management
• ISAD(G), RAD, and EAD compliance
• Compatibility with government or private sector
records management
• In-built hierarchical structures to handle multilevel description
• Processes supported include: accessioning, appraisals, description, conservation, R&R, client registration, request circulation,
and inquiries
• Ongoing customization of the application through the use of
the SMA toolkit
• Connectivity to other modules such as client registration,
reproduction ordering, and tracking
• Multimedia management including digital images, maps,
photographs, videos, and text files
• Reference room, circulation, and OPAC management
• Records circulation/tracking, and space management

Sample screens from the OPACs of Archives of Ontario and
London Metropolitan Archives

T

he core feature of the M2A application is the Archives
Descriptive Database containing the holdings of the
archives from fonds or collection level down to items.
Auxiliary databases are also available for accessions, name/
authorities, and donors, as well as (optionally) lists and shelf location information. Multiple linkages are provided between and
within these databases for both data entry and display. For instance, ADD records at different levels are linked hierarchically to
provide a comprehensive view of the entire fonds or collection,
while these records are also linked laterally to their respective
name authorities and accessions. An approvals process is provided that includes a senior descriptive standards officer profile
allowing the officer to review and note required changes to new
records in M2A before they become permanent records in the
system. Other profiles exist to allow archivists to edit and delete
only the records that they have created.
M2A has been designed to allow the client to decide the
most appropriate level of description to be applied. For example,
users can specify the series as the highest level of arrangement
for government records whereas for private or non-government
records, those of an association or family, the fonds or collection
level is the highest level of arrangement. The key to this flexible
approach is the MINISIS toolkit which enables users to adapt M2A
to meet their specific needs. As well, a complete web interface
add-on enables publication of data on the web.
No other application in the world offers M2A’s possibilities,
flexibility, and ease of control enabling archivists to make their
own choices as to how they will manage their physical and
electronic data.
M2A is compliant with RAD (Rules for Archival Description),
DACS (Documenting Archival Collections) and ISAD(G) Standards. It also has EAD compliancy along with MARC outputs for
data transfer.
MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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MINISIS Management
for Libraries

T

he M2L application has captured the attention of specialised, reference, public, and national libraries throughout
the world. Officially released in 1998, M2L was originally
developed with the participation of experts from the library
community to meet the needs of small and medium-sized libraries.
Through its easy-to-use graphic interface designed for a Microsoft
WindowsTM environment, M2L allows users to enter, import/
export, and manage bibliographic data in an organized and easy
to manipulate fashion. M2L also provides the capability to automatically download data from OCLCTM , the Library of Congress,
and AMICUSTM, and can be set up with the added possibility of
developing similar download functionality for other national
catalogs and international databases. Despite originally being
designed for specialised/reference/private libraries, M2L is now
garnering great interest from public and lending libraries around
the world. Simply due to its longevity, its ease of customization,
and fully working integrated modules (e.g. registration of serials,
patron management, and SDI) the M2L application is proving to
be the ideal solution for any type of library be it academic, public,
reference, research, or specialised.
M2L was initially designed for specialised libraries that may
or may not use MARC (or derivatives) for cataloging purposes. A
MARC interface is fully integrated into M2L to enable users to
choose the manner by which they wish to catalogue. Does the
user want to see records in MARC format? Do they want to catalogue using MARC tags and delimiters? The user has the choice
to use the validated MARC based interface or non-MARC for staff
and others.
M2L is fully integrated and self-contained, and is able to
service the needs of any library or bibliographic center. M2L also
has a complete portal component and OPAC. Via the use of the
MINISIS Web Interface (MWI), the M2L application can be given
additional robust web searching and integration capabilities.

The M2L Application Is Fully Integrated
Including the Following Processes:

Sample screens from the M2L desktop application

Sample screens from the M2L online application

Acquisitions
Orders, claims, cancellations, renewals, payment, vendor file maintenance, and skeleton catalogue record creation

Cataloging
Data entry/modification, bibliographic file, full authority control,
corporate names, series, shelf list, country, language, thesaurus,
OCLCTM, and the Library of Congress and the National Library of
Canada download utility via the web

Serials Registration
Check-in, routing, prediction based upon site-defined notation &
frequency, claiming, circulation, and weeding

Circulation
Charging, discharging, renewals, holds, notices, creation & update
of patron information, item information, inventory control, patron
file maintenance, and access to policies

OPAC (Online Public Access)
Simplified and experienced modes, local & Web access, thesaurus operators, Boolean operators, truncation, proximity searching, sorting
of output, and predefined & ad-hoc reporting

MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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MINISIS Management
for Museums

M

3 is one of the world’s top collections management
systems. It has been accredited three times by the CHIN
Collections Software Review and consistently ranked
in the top 5 worldwide. Officially released in 1994, M3 was
developed with the participation of experts from the museums/
gallery community to meet the needs of small, medium-sized,
and large cultural institutions.
M3 is an ideal tool for users to enter, import/export, and
manage collections data in an organized, easily to manipulate,
and flexible fashion. Its initial design was based on information

received from strategic partners during the development process and it is continually updated with every new installation.
Given that M3 has more than 3000 pre-defined fields dealing
with all aspects of collection and exhibition management, only
slight customization of the system is required to fulfill the most
particular of needs. Customization can be facilitated with the
help of MINISIS Inc. professionals or, thanks to the simplicity of
the system, done by the client alone, thus avoiding both the
initial premium attached to a fully tailored system, and further
costs for outside technical staff.

General Information

M3 Core System Functions

• 3000+ predefined fields

• Acquisitions, accessioning, and appraisals

• Pre-defined report formats and a complete report
generator to build on-demand reports

• Cataloging for art, human history, natural history,
and specialties

• Over 50 pre-defined data entry worksheets

• Reproduction and publication services

• Pre-defined query forms

• Museum education & promotion

• Templates for an Internet interface

• Object location, movement, and control

• SMA (Standard MINISIS Application) for
easy customization

• Exhibition and loan management

• User-friendly with context-sensitive help
• Fully multi-media compliant
• MINISIS is also 3X CHIN accredited

• Loans in/out
• Conservation and preservation
• Risk management and valuation

• Fields exist for any type of cultural institution or field
of specialty including natural and social history

• Covers the management of: archaeology, philately, numismatics, natural history, taxonomies, oral history, human history,
ethnology, science and technology, and archives

Sample screens from the M3 desktop application

Sample screens from the M3 online application
MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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MINISIS Trusted Digital Repository
/ Dépôt Numérique Fiable

O

rganizations are facing growing pressure to store and
preserve vast amounts of information. As this information increases exponentially, they are presented with
the daunting task of managing these assets. The threat of file
obsolescence and bit-rot on storage media, as well as the need
to produce a trusted version of an asset further complicate the
scenario. A means is needed to collect, validate, manage, and
maintain digital assets for future users.
Solutions abound for scanning physical assets and managing digital ones, but most of these products do not focus on
the long-term. Trusted Digital Repositories (TDRs) differ from
other types of document or asset management systems in that
they are committed to long-term digital preservation. TDRs
ensure digital preservation through a set of processes and
activities. They manage digital information to ensure long-term
accessibility. These activities are relevant to both materials
converted to digital formats, as well as born-digital files with
no analog counterpart. TDRs are also concerned with any

metadata which describes the content, history, ownership, or
functionality of such assets.
As organizations are coming under legal and self-imposed
requirements to meet digital preservation best-practices and
standards, MINISIS can help. The MINISIS TDR is both a software
and a service offering that can solve this growing need. MINISIS
has the advantage of being able to leverage its full-range
of archival and cataloging software to provide a complete
solution. It serves organizations wishing to not only preserve
digital assets but also make them available dynamically: allowing
online searches as well as access to digital assets in a format
desired by end-users. Institutions can do less cataloging and rely
on full text indexing of these digital assets to allow users to easily
find corporate memory or digital objects.
MINISIS Inc.’s Trusted Digital Repository is a secure hosted
solution that is accessible 24/7 anywhere in the world. The TDR
is housed in North America’s largest, greenest data center with
Protected level B status.

TDR Data Processing Diagram
Get Content

Digital Asset
Producer

Metadata

Check

AIP

SIP

Submission
Information
Package

Preserve

Archive
Information
Package
Information
Management

Ingest

MINISIS Trusted Digital Repository Dashboard

Preservation
& Storage

Preservation Planning

Make Available

Store

DIP

Dissemination
Information
Package

Consumer

Access Management

View of an asset in the MINISIS TDR
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MINISIS Web
Interface

T

he MINISIS Web Interface (MWI) is an add-on product
to the standard MINISIS software. It allows easy access to
MINISIS databases via standard web browsers such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. The MINISIS
Web interface permits the dynamic creation of HTML-formatted
web pages from MINISIS database records.
Any MINISIS database can be web-enabled using MWI. In
addition to standard retrieval and display capabilities, MWI
supports remote data entry, allowing users to interact with the
website in a number of ways.

MWI Features
• Dynamic generation of web pages with embedded HTML tags
from MINISIS database records without converting the entire
database to HTML

Ottawa Museums & Archives Collections

• Online data entry and update as well as retrieval and display
• A choice of log-on and password-based or simple guest user
login interfaces
• Multilingual user dialogue and assigning a default language
for interacting with a specific user
• Site-specific search forms, data entry forms, and web
display pages
• MWI enables images, sound and moving image files, external
documents in Word, HTML and other text formats, as well as
textual information from the database record, to be attached
and served online

Adler Planetarium Collections

• The ability to browse through indexes online, allowing users
to search for and select available search terms
• Flagging fields for hypertext linking within the same
database, across databases, or to other sites
• Maintaining statistics on: user log-ons, database access,
searches, records viewed (individual record count or total
# of records)
• With MWI any MINISIS user — from archives to zoos— can
create a dynamic and powerful web interface to meet the
demands of an increasingly sophisticated public
London Metropolitan Archives
MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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Additional Applications
STEMMA — MINISIS Specialised Terminology Management
MINISIS Inc. is a leader in the processing, managing, and retrieving of multilingual terminology and thesauri.
STEMMA (Specialised Terminology Management Application) is a unique tool to help you create and manage a thesaurus.
STEMMA allows a user to add, change, and delete terms in the
thesaurus and relate terms to one another within a hierarchy.
These transactions are logged in the record for recovery and
backup and can be committed or rolled back according to
transaction time stamps as specified by the user. The application
enables display and searching in systematic, alphabetic, and
hierarchical formats. Most importantly, STEMMA provides online
validation checks that ensure complete reciprocity and hierarchical integrity of the thesaurus.

Online Validation Checks Include:
• Uniqueness check: the term does not exist as another entry
term in the thesaurus
• Duplicate relation check: the term does not exist in the same
repeatable relation field
• Relation check: the term does not exist in other relation fields
in the record
• Verify check: the relation term exists as an entry term
elsewhere in the thesaurus
• Root check: the term is at top level
• Reciprocal check: the relation term exists as an entry term, the
reciprocal relation field of which is the main term of the current
record. Both one- and two-way reciprocation are supported
• Multilingual check: checks that all mandatory language
equivalents are entered
• Translation check: allows the copying of the language
equivalents from the main term to the current relation field

Stemma sample screen

• Integrity check: extracts descriptors and/or non-descriptors
from scope notes

M2C — MINISIS Management for Contacts
M2C (MINISIS Management for Contacts) is a pre-defined multipurpose application that can be utilized by any organization
to manage their individual, organization, marketing, financial,
communications, and support/service related details. M2C was
originally developed for MINISIS Inc.’s internal use to manage
our client resource information. The application can run on
the client desktop or through a web interface that enables
company representatives to stay in constant contact with client
records while they travel, as well as to enter or update any new
information on contacts.
You may not be a software company like MINISIS Inc.,
but all organizations have a need to manage information on
individuals, organizations, and events in an organized and easily
accessible manner. M2C is designed to serve as the corporate
repository for anything to do with contacts — to be your client
relationship manager.

Sample M2C screen
MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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Outsourcing & Hosted Solutions

O

ne of the greatest growth demands in
the IM/IT industry is for database hosting
known as outsourcing.

Many organizations do not have the infrastructure or IT expertise
to safely manage and support their MINISIS mission-critical databases. To support these clients, MINISIS Inc. has an intelligent data
center to provide complete outsourcing capabilities for clients.
Our data center will allow clients to host web databases or even
support client/server topologies via Terminal Services or CitrixTM
based setups. This capability guarantees a client that MINISIS will
oversee and manage their implementation, be responsible for all
or any updates to MINISIS, WindowsTM , players etc, and guarantee
complete management of their MINISIS applications.

Outsourcing today is not like in the past. It is not nearly as
laborious to manage and set up. Internet tools and high speed
telecommunication lines ensure that whether the server is
next door to you, or thousands of kilometers away, there is
no significant difference to having your own internal server
or outsourced server in our data center. The only difference
is that MINISIS Inc. is responsible to ensure your accessibility,
guarantee up-times, and manage all software required on the
hosted server. This approach is the ultimate solution for those
clients not wanting to have to worry about network and database topologies and the support and maintenance required
therein. It should be noted that an outsourced solutions
approach can be for client-server implementations through to
web server implementations.

The Four Typical Configurations Offered
for Outsourced Solutions Are:
Outsourced/Hosted Client-server Solution
Via Terminal Services
Resembles your current in-house network; the only difference is a
window pops up and through that portal you access your server at
MINISIS Inc.’s data center.

Outsourced/Hosted Client-server Solution
Via CITRIXTM
Like Terminal Services, however using CITRIX instead, the solution
resembles your current in-house network; the only difference is a
window pops up and through that portal you access your server at
MINISIS Inc.’s data center.

Outsourced/Hosted Web Applications
All applications are 100% web based MINISIS applications (ie:
M3_Online, M2A_Online, Terminis, etc) and they reside on a
web server in MINISIS Inc.’s data center. The applications are
web based, and can be created from scratch, or chosen from our
pre-defined solutions.

Outsourced/Hosted Web Interfaces
This solution is for clients that are comfortable running their own
servers for a client-server implementation locally however, they do
not have nor want the responsibility themselves to manage a web
server so that their applications are available on the Internet. This
approach would mean that MINISIS Inc. is responsible for just the
online/public searching components of the database(s).

H

osted or outsourced solutions are ideal for any organization wishing to reduce IT department service charges and
software purchases, and reduce support times while still
maintaining the ability to share their data over the Internet. The
solutions are available for 24/7 access anywhere in the world,
allowing the client to have multiple remote locations entering
data, searching and reporting at any time and anywhere — so
long as there is direct access. MINISIS Inc. started providing hosted and outsourcing to enable clients to focus on their business
lines and not waste time figuring out computer systems and
network topologies. Focus on your particular mission, and leave
the technology for MINISIS to manage.
MINISIS Inc. currently manages in excess of 500 users in its
hosted data center which combines desktop solutions, client/
server topology, and web servers.
One of our longest hosted solutions clients has been quoted
as saying, “MINISIS has never failed to exceed our expectations. We
are certain that the flexibility that is integral both to MINISIS technology and to MINISIS staff will serve our changing needs exceptionally
well in the future.”
MINISIS Inc. takes outsourced solutions very seriously as you
potentially become dependent upon MINISIS to deliver quality
service and product. If for any reason the site crashes, we are first
on the scene to ensure your databases are still available. MINISIS
Inc. realizes that we are responsible for your productivity, your
accessibility, and most importantly the security and maintenance
of your servers. Contracts are signed outlining all costs, guaranteed access rates, and up time.

MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com
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MINISIS History

M

INISIS Inc. is the accumulation of several entities joining forces to create a unique, ethical, and
solid software alternative for those in need of Information Technology/Information Management
(IT/IM) products and services.

MINISIS started as a DBMS originally created by the International Development Research Center (IDRC) in the early 1970s.
These early years with the IDRC saw the software develop and
grow with a focus on providing software tools to developing
country partners. Fully commercialized with over $50,000,000
dollars invested and some 40 years later, the MINISIS Inc.
organization was created to take over the MINISIS software.
With the privatization of MINISIS, MINISIS Inc. sought to pro-

vide more encompassing products and services to enable our
current and future clients to implement what we call “total
appropriate technological solutions”. As a result, alongside
the MINISIS Suite of Products, the MINISIS Inc. organization
has developed more robust management consulting and
application development services. MINISIS Inc. is now comfortably poised as one of the world’s leading alternative IT and IM
solutions providers.

WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING
“We love MINISIS! It is the perfect solution for all our data storage
and collection management needs. The integration of registration
and cataloging for all formats with shared authorities makes it easy
to maintain high data standards and saves staff time by eliminating
duplicate data entry. The report editor allows us to use our data for
all facets of Museum and Library work: inventories, usage statistics,
space planning, conservation, loans, patron tracking and any other
report you can think of. Our OPAC provides collection wide access,
no matter the format, through one portal; a feature our patrons
have come to rely on. One of the best features of the database is the
staff at MINISIS. Their support, planning, and data-chats makes us a
powerful team, not just vendor and client.” (Dana Signe K. Munroe,
Registrar/Reference Librarian, the Rhode Island Historical Society)
“M3 Online is the most exciting development in collections management software that I have seen online — users can be anywhere
in the world, editing and updating using the live system — this is
really going to revolutionize data entry for registrars, conservators
and collections managers!” (Laura Phillips, Coordinator: Collections
& Exhibitions, Aanischaaukamikw Cree Cultural Institute)
(regarding V9) “...I didn’t ever get a chance to tell you how wonderful we think the new version is...” (Arctic Institute of North America,
University of Calgary)

“Our experience with MINISIS has been nothing short of fantastic.
It has been a wonderful overall solution for our complicated, inter-related collection of museum objects, archives, modern and rare
books, and digital assets. By using MINISIS for our overall collection
management solution, we have complete confidence that all of
our records are integrated and accessible top to bottom. Just as
important — and maybe even more so — the MINISIS staff is always
a pleasure to work with. Their patience is unparalleled and the support is timely and efficient. We spent a long time deciding who we
wanted to work with for our database upgrade and are incredibly
happy that we selected MINISIS.” (Lauren Boegen, Digital Collections
Manager, Adler Planetarium)
“…During this process, the people at MINISIS Inc. were not only
cognizant of and sympathetic to our concerns about the building of
a new system, but also creative in the solutions suggested to deal
with issues arising from the migration of our data” (Erna Wallace,
Audio-Visual Division, National Library and Archives of Canada)
“…We needed a company with the technology, expertise and willingness
to put those applications (archives, libraries, and museums) together.
We found those qualities at MINISIS Inc....the folks at MINISIS have been
unceasingly inventive and as dedicated to creating something new, so
powerful and useful.” (The Historic New Orleans Collection)

CONTACT DETAILS
For further information, or to receive detailed pricing and
support, please call or visit our website at: www.minisisinc.com
MINISIS Inc. has offices in the United States, Trinidad and
Tobago, Tunisia, and Canada, with Official Headquarters in
Vancouver, BC.

Contact Information for Our Head Office:
Suite 950 – Royal Centre
1055 West Georgia St.
P.O. Box 11142
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3P3

Phone: 1-604-255-4366
Toll-Free: 1-877-255-4399
Fax: 1-604-255-4367
E-mail: info@minisisinc.com
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The MINISIS User Community includes thousands of users in over 60 countries
in numerous industries including:

• Investigation/Trading
Organizations

• Government Ministries

• Specialized Libraries

• Manufacturers

• Research Institutions

• Information Centers

• United Nations

• Universities/Educational
Institutes

• Telecommunications

• Museums/Galleries

• NGO/NFP

• Health Protective Services

• Financial Institutions

• Performing Arts

• Archives

Our mission is to solidify our presence in the global marketplace as the accessible and cost-effective
information management solutions provider. With our extensive experience and skills, and the power
of the MINISIS Suite, we will honor our commitment to client relationships and effectively provide rapid
application development tools ensuring the dynamic growth of MINISIS.

Head office located in Vancouver, Canada | Tel 1.604.255.4366 Fax 1.604.255.4367 | www.minisisinc.com
MINISIS Inc. ǀ www.minisisinc.com

